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Compressional and shear wakes in a two-dimensional dusty plasma crystal
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Wakes composed of compressional and shear waves were studied experimentally in a two-dimensional
screened-Coulomb crystal. Highly charged microspheres suspended in a plasma settled in a horizontal mono-
layer and arranged in a triangular lattice with a repulsive interparticle potential. Wakes were excited by a
moving spot of Ar1 laser light. Depending on the laser spot speed, compressional waves formed a Mach cone
and multiple lateral or transverse wakes, similar to ship wakes on the water surface, due to a combination of
acoustic and dispersive properties. Shear waves, however, formed only a Mach cone, due to their nearly
acoustic, i.e., dispersionless character. The experimental results show agreement with a recently developed
theory and with molecular dynamics simulations, which assume a binary Yukawa interparticle potential. A
generally useful method is presented for calculating the real part of the dispersion relation of the compressional
waves based on the analysis of the spatial structure of a phonon wake. Fitting the resulting dispersion relation
provides an independent measure of the interparticle potential, parametrized by the screening parameterk and
particle chargeQ.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A moving disturbance can produce waves in a variety
physical systems. Under certain circumstances, they
form a wake pattern, which is stationary as viewed in
moving frame. The structure of this wake depends on
wave characteristics of the medium and the speed and s
of the moving disturbance.

One well-known example of such wakes is the Kelv
wedge that forms behind a ship moving in deep water, sho
in Fig. 1. It consists of multiple lateral wakes and transve
wakes. The lateral wakes form an acute angle with the di
tion of the ship’s motion, while transverse wakes are roug
perpendicular to the direction of the ship’s motion.

Lateral and transverse wakes arise when waves are
persive, as they are for a ship’s wake on the surface of d
water. A wave is said to be dispersive if its frequencyv is
not proportional to wave numberk or, equivalently, its phase
speedC5v/k depends onk.

A Mach cone is another type of wake, which has a sin
V-shaped structure rather than a multiple structure like
lateral wake of the Kelvin wedge, for example. Mach con
occur in media such as air where the sound speed is the s
for all wavelengths. Under these conditions, the wave is s
to be dispersionless, obeying an acoustic dispersion rela
v}k.

Waves with a wide range of wave numbers are excited
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the near field of a moving disturbance, such as a ship
aircraft, and as they propagate away they interfere w
waves that were created at a more distant point when
moving disturbance was there. This interference creates
wake structure that is observed. For a wave that obeys
acoustic dispersion relation, the interference of circular wa
fronts occurs on a cone, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. This cone has
a half anglem defined by the geometry as

FIG. 1. A Kelvin wedge behind a ship moving in deep wat
consists of multiple lateral wakes and transverse wakes. This w
structure is due to the dispersion of water waves. To compar
single Mach cone is formed by dispersionless waves, such as s
waves in air, in a supersonic regime. Photo courtesy of Profe
W.H. Munk, Scripps Institute of Oceanography. Reproduced fr
Fig. 1 of Ref.@37#.
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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sinm5C0 /U, ~1!

whereU is the speed of the supersonic disturbance andC0 is
the sound speed. The wake in a dispersive medium exhib
more complicated structure, as we will explore in this pap

In solids, phonon wakes are of interest in the fields
seismology and materials science. In seismology exp
ments, Mach cones have been excited in a borehole@1#. Mo-
lecular dynamics~MD! simulations of a bcc tungsten cryst
with a moving dislocation exhibit a shear-wave Mach co
@2#.

Wakes in solids have not been studied as completely
wakes in fluids. Possible reasons include experimental d
culties of makingin situ measurements in the interior o
ordinary solids. Moreover, the time scales in ordinary sol
are fast, as determined by the sound speed. In this pape
use a kind of solid that avoids these difficulties.

A dusty plasma crystal is a model system that is w
suited for makingin situ observations of waves and wakes
solids. It is a suspension of micron-size particles in a plas
The particles are highly charged, and due to mutual repuls
and the plasma’s weaker radial electric fields, they arra
themselves in a regular pattern@3–6#. Here we will report
results for a two-dimensional~2D! triangular lattice with
hexagonal symmetry. The experimental conditions for
particles were similar to those in Ref.@7#, where the inter-

FIG. 2. Experimental apparatus.~a! Phonon wakes are excited i
a 2D lattice by the radiation force of a moving laser bea
~b! Polymer microspheres are levitated above the lower electrod
a capacitively coupled rf plasma. The particles settle in a sin
horizontal layer, arranged in a triangular lattice with hexago
symmetry.
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particle potential was experimentally shown to be nea
Yukawa: U(r )5Q(4pe0r )21 exp(2r/lD), where Q is the
particle charge andlD is the screening length. The soun
speed in this lattice is of the order of a few cm/s and
interparticle spacing is typicallya50.2–1 mm. This allows
direct imaging of the entire plasma crystal, including its i
terior, and observation of motion at a microscopic level.

This lattice is characterized by two dimensionless para
eters: the screening parameterk5a/lD , which is typically
'1 @8#, and the Coulomb coupling parameterG
5Q2/4pe0akT, whereT is the kinetic temperature of th
particles ~which may differ considerably from that of th
plasma electrons and ions@4#!. WhenG@1, as in our experi-
ments, the lattice is referred to as strongly coupled.

The elastic properties of an isotropic 2D lattice are co
pletely defined by two independent elastic constants. Th
are several pairs of parameters that one may choose for
purpose, as for the case of an isotropic 3D body. For
ample, the two Lame´’s coefficients may be used for this pu
pose@9#.

The wake in a solid is more complex than that in a flu
because solids can support several different types of wa
A 2D crystalline lattice can vibrate in its plane with tw
kinds of sound waves, compressional and shear~i.e., trans-
verse!. In the compressional wave, the particles are displa
from their equilibrium positions in a direction parallel to th
wave vectork. In the shear wave, the particles’ displaceme
is perpendicular tok.

The dispersion relations of both compressional and sh
waves in dusty plasmas have been derived theoreticall
Refs.@10–17# and verified experimentally in Refs.@18–21#.
Shown in Fig. 3 is the theoretical dispersion relation for a
triangular Yukawa lattice reproduced from Ref.@12#. The fre-
quency is normalized by a 2D analog of plasma freque

.
in
le
l

 

FIG. 3. Theoretical dispersion relation for a 2D triangul
Yukawa lattice. It has two modes, compressional and shear.
shear wave has less dispersion, i.e.,v is more nearly}k over a
wide range ofk than the compressional wave. The wave’s propa
tion directionQ is measured with respect to the primitive vector
the lattice. Reproduced from Fig. 3 of Ref.@12#.
9-2
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v05Q/(4pe0ma3)1/2, where m is the particle mass. The
compressional and shear modes both have an acoustic
at long wavelengths, wherev}k, as can be seen in th
lower-left corner of Fig. 3, where the dispersion relations
straight lines. In this acoustic limit, the transverse wa
sound speedCT is about five times lower than the compre
sional wave sound speedCL for typical experimental param
eters. For shorter wavelengths, both kinds of waves exh
dispersion, so thatv is not proportional tok. Compressional
waves have much more dispersion than the shear waves
yond the acoustic limit. The values ofka50.6 and 1.5 mark
the onset of compressional wave’s dispersion and its de
dence on the lattice orientation, respectively, as shown
Fig. 3. The lattice orientation is measured as the angleQ
between the wave’s propagation direction and the primit
vector of the lattice. Unlike compressional waves, sh
waves are unable to propagate in an ordinary liquid or g
Shear waves can propagate in a strongly coupled liquid o
if the wavelength is comparable to the interparticle spacina
@14,17,22#, in which case they are heavily damped by co
sional viscosity.

The dispersion relation of compressional waves in a du
plasma has a combination of both acoustic and disper
characteristics. Correspondingly, a wake composed of th
waves will have a structure containing both a Mach cone
multiple lateral and transverse wakes. This dual nature of
wake structure will be demonstrated in this paper using
sults from experiment, theory, and simulation.

Mach cones in dusty plasmas were theoretically predic
by Havneset al. @23,24#. In a 3D dusty plasma, wakes com
posed of compressional waves might be excited by a mov
boulder in Saturn’s rings, as studied by Brattliet al. @25#
using a fluid simulation. In a 2D lattice, Mach cones ha
been observed experimentally using two methods of exc
tion: by the Coulomb force from charged particles movi
spontaneously beneath a 2D lattice@26,27#, and by the radia-
tion force from a spot of focused laser light swept across
lattice @28,29#. Wakes composed of compressional wav
@25–28# have a structure resembling multiple nested con
whereas wakes composed of shear waves have a single
structure, as predicted by Ma and Bhattacharjee@30# and
observed experimentally in Ref.@29#.

Mach cones have a larger opening angle for comp
sional waves than for shear waves. This distinction ari
from the different sound speeds,CL@CT . With its slower
sound speed, the shear wave generates a Mach cone w
smaller opening angle, according to Eq.~1!.

Recently Dubin presented a theory@12# explaining the
phonon wake structure behind a charge moving relative
2D plasma crystal. This theory explained the experimen
results of Ref.@26#, and predicted additional types of wake
which we will investigate here.

In this paper, we report an experiment intended to obse
and measure supersonic and subsonic wakes created in
plasma crystal by a moving spot of laser light, and to ver
the theoretical predictions of Ref.@12#. Experimental results
of this paper were obtained in the same experiment repo
in our previous paper, Ref.@29#. Here, we present additiona
experimental and simulation results; our analysis now
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cludes calculation of the wake’s full wave field using th
theory of Ref.@12#. A method of calculating an experimenta
dispersion relation for a wave is developed, using only
snapshot of the wakes.

II. THEORY OF PHONON WAKES
IN A 2D PLASMA CRYSTAL

To explain the phonon wake structure, the theory of R
@12# considers waves, both compressional and shear,
various wave numbers and directions of propagation, wh
are excited by a moving disturbance. Waves with a cert
wave numberk propagate with a phase speedC(k)[v/k,
where the wave frequencyv(k) is determined by the wave’s
dispersion relation. In the acoustic limitC(k)5C, but at
shorter wavelengths,C(k) depends onk. Because the me
dium is dispersive, Eq.~1! must be modified so that it ex
presses a Mach condition for only one value ofk at a time:
C(k)5Usin@Q(k)#, which means that waves with differen
wave numbersk propagate at different anglesQ(k). Phase
mixing of the various excited waves gives rise to constr
tive and destructive interference. The resulting interfere
pattern determines the appearance of the phonon wake.
waves are assumed to be linear in this theory.

The theory of Ref.@12# predicts that the phonon wak
structure in a 2D plasma crystal depends on the speed o
moving disturbanceU and the crystal’s screening paramet
k. For U.C the resulting wake consists of a Mach cone
multiple-cone lateral wake, and a narrow wake formed
umklapp phonons~phonons from beyond the first Brillouin
zone of the lattice!. ForU,C the Mach cone disappears an
is replaced by a transverse wake. The effect ofk is to change
the scale length of the wake. For a fixedU.C, the scale
length increases roughly ask22/3 for k21.1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

We used the experimental setup of Fig. 2~b!, which was
described previously in Ref.@29#. A plasma was produced
using a capacitively coupled rf discharge. We used 20 W
rf power at 13.56 MHz, with an amplitude of 84 V peak
peak. The self-bias voltage was261 V. To reduce the damp
ing rate, we used Ar at a pressure of only 15 mTorr, cor
sponding to a gas drag, which is accurately modeled@31# by
the Epstein expression, ofn52.9 s21.

A monolayer of polymer microspheres was suspended
the plasma sheath above the discharge’s lower electrode
they arranged themselves in a triangular lattice with hexa
nal symmetry. The particles acquired a high negative cha
by collecting electrons and fewer ions. In the vertical dire
tion, the particles were levitated by a balance between
Coulomb force and gravity.

In the horizontal direction, they repelled each other b
were confined by the plasma’s natural ambipolar electrost
fields. Our lower electrode is flat out to a radius of 10.7 c
where there is an elevated lip at the electrode’s perime
The particle suspension, however, had a much smaller ra
of 2.5 cm, so that the radial fields were not due to the
These radial fields arise naturally due to gradients in
9-3
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FIG. 4. The compressional- and shear-wave Mach cones, excited simultaneously. The scanning speedU is higher than the sound spee
for both the compressional and shear waves. Maps are shown for~a! particle velocityv, ~b! vorticity u“3vu, and~c! ]n/]t, wheren is the
particle areal number density.
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number density and ionization rates, in the glow dischar
Our experimental conditions were similar to those of R
@31# ~though an additional confining ring was used in R
@31#!, where the confining potential was measured to hav
parabolic shape.

The microspheres had a diameter of 8.0960.18mm as
measured using TEM, and a mass density of 1.51 g/cm3. The
lattice had a diameter of about 50 mm, and an interpart
spacing ofa5762 mm, which varied by646 mm within
our viewing region.

The Coulomb coupling parameterG of the lattice was
calculated to beG'11 500 andG exp(2k)'2700. The crys-
tal’s kinetic temperatureT5380 K was calculated by fitting
the particle velocity distribution of the undisturbed crystal
a Maxwellian distribution. The particle charge was measu
to be Q5214 100e, as we will describe in Sec. IV C. Ou
lattice had rather high value ofG, which is consistent with its
crystalline state@32#. As another indication of the ordere
state of the lattice, we note that the pair correlation funct
g(r ) had many peaks, and the translational order length
from 4a to 18a.
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The particles were viewed through the top window by
video camera. They were illuminated by a horizontal He-
laser sheet. The camera’s field of view was 24318 mm, and
it included about 850 particles. The images were digitiz
with an 8-bit gray scale and a 6403480 pixel resolution.
Particle coordinates and velocities were then calculated u
a method providing subpixel spatial resolution@28#, and the
velocity field was then mapped onto a fixed grid.

In our experiment, we sought to observe the phon
wake’s features in the region along the wake’s symme
axis, corresponding to smaller opening angles. These
tures were predicted by Dubin in Ref.@12#. In the earlier
experiment of Ref.@28# this region was highly perturbed
obscuring any small-angle features that might be present
avoid perturbing this region we used two variations of t
laser-excitation technique of Melzeret al. @28#. For our main
experimental results, the laser spot was moved in the di
tion perpendicular to the laser beam, i.e., perpendicular to
momentum imparted to particles by the laser radiation fo
FL . In this approach, the region corresponding to sma
opening angles was not perturbed. We also report some
9-4
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COMPRESSIONAL AND SHEAR WAKES IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056409 ~2003!
sults using, as an alternative method, a laser spot that
moved in the direction of the laser beam. The latter meth
is similar to that of Ref.@28# except that we used a reduce
laser power so that the region behind the moving spot
not perturbed much. At its focus in the vacuum chamber,
Ar1 laser beam had a power of 0.6 W, which we reduced
as little as 0.12 W for our slowest scanning speeds, to av
melting the lattice.

We recorded a digital movie, consisting of ten frames
30 frames/s, as the laser spot was scanned across the la
The video was synchronized to the motion of the laser be
using the triggering scheme of Ref.@28#. This allowed us to
average the data from over 100 scans, under the same
ditions, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The scans w
repeated at an interval of 5.9 s, allowing the crystal to h
sufficient time to relax after the disturbance created by
previous scan.

We verified, by using a side-view video camera, that th
was no out-of-plane buckling of our 2D lattice. The partic
motion was thus restricted to be in the horizontal plane
our plasma crystal was truly 2D.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

A. Review of previous results

In Ref. @29#, we reported a measurement of sound spee
for the same experiment where we obtained the results
sented below. Pulses of compressional and shear waves
launched in the lattice to measure the sound speeds usin
methods of Refs.@33,21#. The pulses were excited by stimu
lating the particles with an Ar1 laser sheet that was choppe
on and off. The sound speeds of the two modes were m
sured to beCL524.261.7 mm/s andCT55.460.5 mm/s,
for the compressional and shear waves, respectively.

The ratio of the two sound speeds,CL /CT54.4860.52,
is expected for our experimental conditions. This value c
responds tok51.1960.28, according to the theory of wave
in a Yukawa crystal@13,20#. The particle charge is then ca
culated to beQ5212 70061200e using the method of Ref
@20# based on the theory of Ref.@13#. As an independent tes
we also used a variant of the resonance method of measu
particle charge @34#, which gave a lower value o
Q528800e. We believe this resonance method is less p
cise than methods relying on the wave dispersion relat
for a purely 2D lattice with an interparticle potential that
nearly Yukawa, like ours.

In Ref. @29#, we excited both compressional- and she
wave Mach cones simultaneously when we swept the la
spot in the direction of the laser beam, as in Ref.@28#, at a
reduced laser power so that the region behind the mov
spot was not perturbed by defect generation~Fig. 4!. The
laser beam, which had a power of 0.24 W, was swept thro
the lattice with a speed higher than both the compressio
and shear-wave sound speeds. When we increased the
tation laser power to 0.6 W and the rf power to 30 W, t
shear Mach cone disappeared, replaced by a disordere
gion behind the moving spot, as in Ref.@28#.

Experimentally, compressional waves can be dis
guished from shear waves using three kinds of maps. Firs
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a map of particle velocityv, the two modes differ in the
direction of the particle motion as compared to the direct
of the wave propagation. These directions are parallel in
compressional wave and they are perpendicular in the s

FIG. 5. The test of the phonon wake linearity. Maps are sho
for ]n/]t, where n is the particle number density, to reveal th
compressional waves. Experimentally observed were~a! the double
wake and~b!,~c! two separate single wakes. The double-wake str
ture in ~d! was synthesized as a linear superposition of~b! and~c!.
The linear superposition in~d! is similar to the experimental wake
in ~a!, which means that the experimental wake is linear, in its
field.
9-5
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FIG. 6. Four different types of
phonon wakes depending on th
speed of scanningU as compared
to the compressional wave’
sound speed CL : ~a! U/CL

52.14, ~b! U/CL51.17, ~c!
U/CL50.87, ~d! U/CL50.49. We
refer to the latter two as ‘‘sub-
sonic,’’ although they are super
sonic with respect to the shea
wave. Maps are shown for the pa
ticle speedv.
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wave. For example, we can clearly distinguish t
compressional-wave Mach cone with its bigger open
angle and the shear-wave Mach cone with its smaller op
ing angle in Fig. 4~a!, based on the direction of the partic
motion in the cones’ wings.

Second, compressional waves appear in a map of]n/]t,
where n is the particle areal number density. In the line
approximation,]n/]t52n(“•v). The ]n/]t map in Fig.
4~c! shows a compressional-wave Mach cone. This type
map, also called a numerical Schlieren map@28#, is effective
for detecting compressive particle motion.

Third, shear waves appear in a map of the vortic
u“3vu. The u“3vu map in Fig. 4~b! shows the shear-wav
Mach cone. The vorticity of the Mach cone demonstrates
the motion has significant shear.~Unlike a fluid, however,
our medium is elastic, and it oscillates without breaki
bonds after it is perturbed. Thus, although the particle mo
has a momentary vorticity, there is no vortex with partic
circulation.! In analyzing our experimental images of th
phonon wakes, we will use theu“3vu maps to reveal the
shear waves, and]n/]t or “•v maps to reveal the compres
sional waves.

B. Test of linear superposition

We performed a test to verify that linear superpositi
occurs. Such a test is valuable to verify whether the theor
Ref. @12#, which relies on linear superposition, is valid. To d
this, we excited two identical wakes simultaneously
sweeping two laser spots in parallel through the lattice. E
wake consisted of the compressional- and shear-wave M
cones, and multiple-cone compressional wake. The comp
sional component of the double-wake is shown in Fig. 5~a!.
In two separate experiments, an individual wake was exci
05640
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by blocking one or the other laser beam, as shown in F
5~b! and 5~c!. A double-wake structure was then artificial
synthesized by adding up the maps of the two individ
wakes, as shown in Fig. 5~d!. The experimental and synthe
sized double-wake structures are similar, which means
linear superposition is occurring in Fig. 5~a!.

This test proves linearity only in the far field, i.e., not ne
the excitation spot. In the near field the linearity might bre
as the particle speedv reaches relatively high values wit
v/CL in the range of 0.12–0.23, depending on the scann
speed. Previously, nonlinear effects were found to be sign
cant for the compressional waves in a 2D plasma crystal
the wave amplitudesv.0.07CL @33#. Nonlinearity in the
near field can, however, affect the wake structure in the
ear far field, as we will demonstrate in Sec. V using a M
simulation.

The linearity of the wakes implies that Dubin’s theory
wakes in a 2D plasma crystal@12# is applicable in the far
field. We compare our experimental results to this theory.
performed the above test of linearity only for a single val
of the scanning speed, corresponding to a compressi
Mach numberU/CL of 1.38. Nevertheless, as we will se
below, the experimentally observed wakes agree with
theory@12#, which is essentially linear, in the entire range
the scanning speeds that we used.

C. Wake results from experiment and theory

We observed several distinct types of phonon wakes
hind the moving laser spot, depending on its speed, wh
was varied from supersonic to subsonic with respect to
sound speed of the compressional waves. The wake struc
was mostly just a single cone when the compressional M
numberM5U/CL was @1 and !1, as in Figs. 6~a! and
9-6
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FIG. 7. A compressional-wave Mach cone
the speed of scanningU/CL52.14. Maps are
shown for~a! particle speedv, ~b! vectors of par-
ticle velocity v, ~c! experimental and~e! theoret-
ical values of]n/]t, wheren is the particle num-
ber density,~d! experimental and~f! theoretical
values of vorticityu“3vu.
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6~d!, respectively. The wakes had a more complica
multiple-cone structure whenM'1, as in Figs. 6~b! and
6~c!, for slightly supersonic and subsonic conditions, resp
tively. Below we will analyze the structure of these wake

First we examine a strongly supersonic wake atU
52.14CL in Fig. 7. The wake’s structure, as shown in t
velocity maps of Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, contains both compres
sional and shear wakes, but the latter are much less pr
nent at such a high Mach number. Comparing the]n/]t map
of Fig. 7~c!, which shows the compressional wake to t
u“3vu map of Fig. 7~d!, showing the shear wake, we se
that most of the particle motion in the far field is attributab
to compressional waves. Shear motion is present only wi
the near-field region of the laser spot and in a very narr
angle behind the spot. This small angle is as expected,
cause for these conditionsU/CT58.6 so that Eq.~1! predicts
m'7° for the shear waves. The compressional wake ha
multiple-cone structure; we identify the first cone as t
Mach cone and the second cone, at a smaller angle,
lateral wake. We also show theoretical results in Figs. 7~e!
and 7~f!, computed using Dubin’s theory of Ref.@12# with
the same parameters as in the experiment. These includ
rameters describing both the dusty plasma~i.e., particle
chargeQ, interparticle spacinga, and screening lengthlD)
and the laser beam, which is assumed to have a Gaus
profile with a full width at half maximum of 0.36 mm.
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Reducing the speedU to a barely supersonic 1.17CL in
Fig. 8, we again see a multiple compressional wake, an
this lower speed we can also more easily identify a she
wave Mach cone. The latter is visible in theu“3vu map of
Fig. 8~d!. The compressional wake’s structure is genera
similar to that at the higher Mach number except that we
identify a larger number of lateral wakes and, as expec
the opening angle of the Mach cone is larger. For b
waves, the wake structures observed in the experiment
predicted by theory in Figs. 8~e! and 8~f! show a close re-
semblance.

The multiple-cone structure of compressional wak
arises from the wave dispersion. The compressional w
structure consists of a Mach cone followed by a series
lateral wakes. Previously, Melzeret al. @28# identified the
lateral wakes as additional Mach cones, but we now rec
nize that they are lateral wakes, similar to ship’s wakes, a
ing from the wave’s dispersion as predicted by Dubin
theory of Ref. @12#. Depending on the conditions, in ou
experiment we observed various numbers of lateral wak
There are three such wakes in Fig. 8~a! at U51.17CL , and
five at U51.07CL .

The single Mach cone structure of shear wakes is du
the nearly dispersionless character of shear waves. While
wave does have dispersion for large wave numbers, it is
9-7
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FIG. 8. Compressional- and shear-wave Ma
cones and supersonic lateral wakes at the sp
of scanningU/CL51.17. Maps are shown for~a!
particle speedv, ~b! vectors of particle velocity
v, ~c! experimental and~e! theoretical values of
]n/]t, wheren is the particle number density,~d!
experimental and ~f! theoretical values of
vorticity u“3vu.
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revealed in our wake. Apparently in our method only sma
wave numbers are excited with enough efficiency to be
served.

Reducing the speed further toU50.87CL , which is
barely subsonic for compressional waves and supersonic
shear waves, we see a structure in Fig. 9 with most of
features of the supersonic wake atU51.17CL in Fig. 8.
What is most prominent in the compressional wake struc
at a slightly subsonic speed is the lateral wake. One wo
expect the Mach cone for compressional waves to disap
as U/CL is reduced below unity, although this is not eas
seen in the maps. The leading cone of the lateral wake m
be confused with a Mach cone, but because of the indep
dently measured sound speed we know thatU/CL,1 so that
Eq. ~1! does not predict a measurable Mach cone angle.
shear waves for this scanning speed again formed on
Mach cone, shown in Fig. 9~d!.

The observed wake structure agrees with that predicte
the theory of Ref.@12#, shown in Figs. 9~e! and 9~f!. There is
however a discrepancy. The theory of Ref.@12# predicts out-
ward bending of the lateral wake’s wings, as shown in F
9~e!. However, in our experiment they bend outwards a
then inwards at a longer distance from the exciter, as sh
in Fig. 9~c!. The same discrepancy, albeit less promine
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was also observed for the supersonic wake atU51.17CL in
Fig. 8. We will explain this discrepancy in Sec. V using
MD simulation.

Reducing the speed down toU50.49CL , which is very
subsonic for compressional waves but still supersonic
shear waves, we see a quite different structure, shown in
10, with a different type of compressional wake, the tra
verse wake, and a distinctive Mach cone made of sh
waves. The compressional waves no longer formed
multiple-cone structure. They produced neither a Mach c
nor a strong lateral wake. Instead, they formed a set
stripes, perpendicular to the direction of scanning, similar
the transverse wake behind a ship moving in deep w
shown in Fig. 1. This subsonic transverse wake was p
dicted by the theory of Ref.@12#, as shown in Fig. 10~e!. It
had a relatively short wavelengthl52a. The effective ex-
citation of short-wavelength compressional waves in our
periment is explained by the relatively small size of the e
citation laser spot in the direction of scanning, which w
comparable to the interparticle distancea. We observed a
smooth transition from a strong lateral wake to a stro
transverse wake, as we varied the scanning speed f
U/CL50.97 downward to 0.49.

The Mach cone angle relation sinm5C/U is shown in Fig.
11 to be obeyed for both the shear- and compressional-w
9-8
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FIG. 9. Subsonic lateral wakes and a she
wave Mach cone at the speed of scanningU/CL

50.87. Maps are shown for~a! particle speedv,
~b! vectors of particle velocityv, ~c! experimen-
tal and~e! theoretical values of]n/]t, wheren is
the particle number density,~d! experimental and
~f! theoretical values of vorticityu“3vu.
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Mach cones, over a wide range of scanning speeds.
anglem was measured from speed maps, like those in F
7~a!, 8~a!, 9~a!, and 10~a!. The slope in Fig. 11 givesCT
55.760.4 mm/s andCL523.061.0 mm/s. These value
are consistent with the preliminary measurements us
compressional- and shear-wave pulse propagation.
sound speed measurements made from the Mach cone
based on more experimental data. The values of the scr
ing parameter and the particle charge, calculated using
method of Ref.@20# based on the theory of Ref.@13# using
the sound speeds from the Mach cone angles, arek51.45
60.24 andQ5214 10061000e, respectively.

V. DETERMINING THE DISPERSION RELATION
FROM A 2D WAKE STRUCTURE

Below we will present a generally useful method of d
termining the dispersion relation from an experimental m
surement of the wake. This method is applicable to a lo
disturbance in a monolayer or to a 3D wake if it has a
symmetry. This method relies on maps of the wakes, an
assumes nothing about the interparticle potential. It does
sume that the wake’s structure is determined by the wa
dispersion. We developed this method so that it yields a
persion relation, calculated from the experimental data.
the plasma crystal, the resulting experimental dispersion
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lation is shown to be useful for calculating the values ofk
andQ.

A. General method

Because the wake structure in the far-field results from
interference of waves of different wave numbers, and th
wave numbers all obey the dispersion relation, it is poss
to determine the dispersion relation from the wake structu
as we shall do here. This is the opposite of the process
scribed in Ref.@12#, where the dispersion relation is used
predict the wake structure. It is possible to adopt either
proach because the far-field wake contains linear wa
whose structure is determined by a combination of the d
persion relation and the conditions in the near field where
waves are excited.

Our approach, sketched in Fig. 12, relies on measuring
angle of the wave fronts of the lateral wake. We start with
experimental map of the particle speed like Fig. 8~a!, or
some other parameter such as]n/]t. Next, we manually
draw contours of the wave fronts, i.e., the crests and trou
of the lateral wake pattern. We also draw a pair of strai
lines to identify the Mach cone, if one exists, and its ap
Thus we obtain a diagram like Fig. 12~a!. In this diagram, we
then measure various angles and distances, as expla
below.
9-9
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FIG. 10. Subsonic transverse wakes and
shear-wave Mach cone at the speed of scann
U/CL50.49. Maps are shown for~a! particle
speedv, ~b! vectors of particle velocityv, ~c!
experimental and~e! theoretical values of]n/]t,
wheren is the particle number density,~d! experi-
mental and ~f! theoretical values of vorticity
u“3vu.
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FIG. 11. Test of the Mach cone angle relation sinm5C/U, where
m is the cone’s opening angle,U is the speed of the superson
disturbance, andC is the sound speed, for shear and compressio
Mach cones. Here,m is measured separately (n) at the laser-
excitation side and (,) at the opposite side of the particle-spe
maps like those in Figs. 7~a!, 8~a!, 9~a!, and 10~a!.
05640
Our analysis of the angles relies on the theory of Ref.@12#
for the lateral wake. A spectrum of waves is launched by
moving disturbance. There is a superposition of waves
originated at different times, when the moving disturban
was located at correspondingly different positions. The
waves all interfere with one another, yielding the wake str
ture. As a result of all this, there are two properties of t
lateral wake structure that we can relate to the dispers
relation. Referring to Fig. 12, we now explain them.

First, all points along any chord, at angleb from the apex,
correspond to wave energy composed solely of a single w
numberk, as shown in Fig. 12~b!. The chord represents th
locus of the radii of all the circular wave fronts for a partic
lar value ofk, as sketched in Fig. 2~a!. In other words, the
geometry dictates a one-to-one relationship between
angleb that one chooses andk. From the experimental maps
we measure the wavelengthl52p/k as the distance be
tween the crests or troughs.

Second, the waves at each value ofk will satisfy their own
Mach condition, with a phase velocityC(k)[v/k
5UsinQ(k). Here, the angleQ is measured as the normal t
the wave front, as shown in Fig. 12~c!.

Combining these two relationships, and using them w
an experimental map of the wake structure, we can determ
the dispersion relation as a graph of wave number vs
quency. This is done from a single map from the experime

al
9-10
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FIG. 12. Spatial structure of a supersonic compressional phonon wake according to the theory of Ref.@12#. ~a! A lateral wake and a Mach
cone are excited by a moving disturbance.~b! All points along any chord, at angleb from the apex, correspond to a single wave numb
k52p/l, wherel is the wavelength.~c! The waves at each value ofk satisfy their own Mach condition,v/k5UsinQ(k). Our method of
determining a wave’s dispersion relation from the wake pattern relies on this three-step construction. Each value ofb yields a single point
on the dispersion relation. Shown in this figure is one-half of the wake at the speed of scanningU/CL51.17.
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We draw lines on the wave fronts of the lateral wakes a
Mach cones, measure their anglesQ and wavelengthsl
along chords at various anglesb, and then computek from
l, andv from Q andk. In each instance this measureme
yields a data point for the dispersion relation on thev-k
plane. Repeating for various anglesb, we measure the dis
persion relationv vs k. Here,k denotes the real part of th
wave number.

It is possible also to measure the imaginary part ofk by
quantifying the amplitudes of the waves and measuring t
damping. This is analogous to using the amplitude vs d
tance relationship of an externally excited sinusoidal wave
obtain the imaginary part ofk. In the demonstration pre
sented in Sec. V B, we do not attempt this, however.

This method of measuring the dispersion relation has
advantage that it requires only a single snapshot of the w
Other methods of measuring a dispersion relation typic
require a series of measurements that must be made a
ferent times. For example, one method is to excite
sample with a sinusoidal disturbance and then to measure
phase and amplitude of the wave, propagating away from
source. This requires a series of measurements for at
one full period of the wave@18,20,31#. Another method is to
measure a series of velocity or density maps, with or with
any external excitation, and compute the power spectrum
v andk space@35#. Unlike these methods, which all requir
a series of data recorded over time, the method we prese
here uses only the spatial structure from a single snapsh~it
also requires knowledge of the speedU of the moving dis-
turbance!. As a practical matter, however, to attain a satisf
tory signal-to-noise ratio in a map of the wake, it may
necessary to average many maps.

B. Application of the method to a plasma crystal

We used the method described above to calculate the
persion relation in our 2D plasma crystal. The result
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shown in Fig. 13. We found that it was possible to use eit
maps of particle speed or]n/]t. For the subsonic case o
U/CL50.49, we found that the]n/]t map was required, and
in this case we obtained only a single point, forv vs k, using
the transverse wake. For the supersonic cases ofU/CL
51.17 and 1.35, we used speed maps of the lateral wa
While it is in general possible to measure the dispersion
lation from a single map of the wake, we found that we cou

FIG. 13. Experimentally measured dispersion relation of co
pressional waves. The points were calculated using the theore
construction@12# of the dispersion relation, as shown in Fig. 1
from the particle-speed maps of (m) the lateral wake at the speed o
scanningU/CL51.17 in Fig. 8~a! and (n) the lateral wake at
U/CL51.35, and (d) the ]n/]t map of the transverse wake a
U/CL50.49 in Fig. 10~c!. The best fit using the theory of Ref.@12#
gave the particle chargeQ5215 200e and screening parameterk
52.0.
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obtain more data, and extend the range ofk, by repeating the
measurement for three values ofU. We note that these thre
measurements all yield data points lying on a common cu
in Fig. 13.

The dispersion relation of compressional waves conta
useful information about the interparticle potential. For
plasma crystal, this potential is characterized by the scre
ing parameterk and particle chargeQ. In order to extract
these parameters from our experimental data, we fitted
experimentally measured real part of the dispersion rela
using a simple cubic approximationv(k)5CLk2Ak3

„Eq.
~11! of Ref. @12#…, in the range ofka<1.3. The best values
of the fitting parameters wereCL520.0 mm/s andA
51.12 mm3/s. Using these values, and Eqs.~A7! and ~A9!
of Ref. @12#, we foundk51.77 andQ5214 100e. The cu-
bic approximation ofv(k) is only accurate forka,1; there-
fore, the resulting values ofk andQ have a limited accuracy

A method with a higher accuracy for extracting the valu
of k andQ from the experimental dispersion relation is to
the latter in the entire experimentally measured range ofk to
a theoretical curve. As there is no exact analytical expres
for v(k) in the wide range ofk, it must be determined nu
merically for different values ofk andQ. The best fit of the
experimental dispersion relation using the theory of R
@12#, which assumes a triangular lattice with a Yukawa p
tential, is shown in Fig. 13. Theoretical values ofv(k) were
averaged over all possible anglesQ between the wave vecto
k and the lattice primitive vector, to more nearly correspo
to experimental conditions where we averaged 100 ma
over a period of time, as the plasma crystal slowly rotated
the experiment this averaging was necessary to improve
signal-to-noise ratio by smoothing the structure in the m
due to the particle discreteness, as well as reducing the
nificance of any momentary anomalous disturbances in
lattice. The fitting parameters werek andQ, all other param-
eters were chosen as in the experiment. The best fit co
sponds to the values ofk52.0 and Q5215 200e. This
method gave somewhat bigger values ofk and Q, as com-
pared to the methods based on the measurement of
compressional- and shear-wave sound speeds using p
~Sec. IV A! or Mach cones~Sec. IV C!.

VI. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

A. Simulation of the experiment

We performed a 2D MD simulation using paramete
similar to those of the experiment, Figs. 7–10. The parti
equation of motionmd2r /dt252Q“f2mndr /dt1FL was
integrated for 5000 particles. The electric potentialf con-
sisted of a harmonic potential for the external radial confi
ment 2mV2r2/2 plus a binary interparticle repulsion, a
suming a Yukawa model. Herer is the distance from the
central axis andV is the sloshing-mode frequency, corr
sponding to the confining potential. We used the parame
Q5214 100e, lD5526 mm, m54.2310213 kg, and n
52.9 s21 for Epstein drag. We chose mV2

52.4310213 kg/s2 to obtain a lattice with a particle separ
tion of 762mm in the center; this corresponds toV
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50.76 s21. After the particles formed a crystal, we intro
duced a
moving localized forceFL to model the force due to the
moving laser spot. To simulate the shape of the laser spot
force had an elliptical Gaussian profile, as in Ref.@29#:
FL5 f 0 exp(2x2/bx

2)exp@2(y2Ut)2/by
2#x, with by50.26 mm,

bx5by /sin10°51.48 mm, andf 051.7310213 N ~reduced
to 0.6310213 N for the slowest excitation withU
511.2 mm/s). We varied the laser spot speed in the rang
U511.2–49.2 mm/s.

For each value of the laser spot speed, we averaged
runs of the simulation each corresponding to a differ
angleQ of motion of the laser spot with respect to the prim
tive vector of the lattice. The values ofQ were evenly
spaced in the interval of 0° –360°. This averaging allow
us to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to perform a m
accurate modeling of our experiment, where 100 maps w
averaged andQ was continuously changing due to a slo
self-rotation of the plasma crystal. Due to this averaging
results of our simulation, as well as our experimental da
are notQ resolved.

The phonon wake structure in our MD simulation was
general similar to that observed in the experiment and p
dicted by theory. The simulation revealed the same elem
of the wake structure: Mach cones composed of comp
sional and shear waves, supersonic and subsonic la
wakes, and subsonic transverse wakes. They appeared a
same excitation speeds and had comparable opening an
The similarity of the phonon wakes in our simulation a
experiment demonstrates that the simulation incorporated
essential physics of the experiment.

Neither our experiment nor our simulation revealed t
criss-cross wake of umklapp phonons predicted by the the
of Ref. @12#. Unlike the Mach cones and lateral wakes
larger opening angles, the umklapp wake is sensitive to
lattice orientation angleQ, whereas the results of our simu
lation and experiment areQ averaged. Thus, we attribute th
lack of the criss-cross signature of umklapp phonons to
averaging method. This averaging method, however, d
not obscure the Mach cone, lateral wake, or transverse w

The results of our MD simulation, because they ha
much in common with the experiment but without its limite
field of view, lead us to suggest an explanation of a pre
ously mentioned difference, between theory and experim
in the shapes of wakes. The theory of Ref.@12#, which as-
sumes that the moving disturbance began long ago and
away, predicts only an outward bending of the lateral wak
wings, as in Fig. 9~e!. However, in our experiment the wing
bend outwards near the apex, and then inwards at a lo
distance, as in Fig. 9~c!. In the experiment, the moving dis
turbance began not at infinity, but at a location within t
finite-sized lattice. In Fig. 14~a! we show the simulation re
sults for a compressional wake using parameters simila
the experimental parameters of Fig. 8~c!. As in the experi-
ment, the simulated laser spot was at first pointed at
location marked by a cross in Fig. 14~a!, and then the spo
started to move. This yielded not only a lateral wake, b
also a system of concentric circular wave fronts cente
around the location where the laser spot began. These c
lar wave fronts are caused by the momentary pointlike d
9-12
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COMPRESSIONAL AND SHEAR WAKES IN A TWO- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056409 ~2003!
turbance created when the laser beam first struck the lat
The presence of more than just one circular wave fron
explained by the dispersion of compressional waves@36#.
The shear waves, on the other hand, have little dispers
and they form only one such wave front, connected to
Mach cone, as shown in Fig. 14~b!. For the compressiona
waves, the smooth transition between each wing of the
eral wake and its corresponding circular wave front cor
sponds to the inward bending of the wake’s wings far fro
the apex. This behavior is a result of the finite distance tr
eled by the laser spot in our experiment and MD simulati
In the experiment, the camera’s field of view did not inclu
all of the circular wave fronts. The simulation, on the oth
hand, shows the entire lattice, and the resulting image
Fig. 14~a! lead us to an explanation for the inward curvatu
in the experiment: the curvature corresponds to the circ
wave fronts due to the initial disturbance when we beg
moving the laser spot.

FIG. 14. A MD simulation assuming a Yukawa interparticle p
tential and parameters similar to those of Fig. 8. The maps
shown for~a! divergence of the particle velocity“•v and ~b! vor-
ticity u“3vu. ~a! The compressional waves form a Mach cone f
lowed by multiple lateral wakes, all of them smoothly connected
a system of concentric circular wave fronts centered around
point where the motion of the laser spot started, marked by3. This
structure is explained by the dispersion of compressional waves~b!
The shear waves form only a Mach cone connected to a si
circular wave front, because they are almost dispersionless.
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Another feature of the circular wave fronts in the simu
tion is their intensity, which is not uniform with respect t
angle. This observation from Fig. 14~a! is consistent with our
previous observation@36# of a distribution that is typical for
a pulsed dipole source. Such a source consists of both c
pressional and shear waves.

An additional contribution to the inward bending of th
wake’s wings could arise from the nonuniform particle nu
ber densityn in both our experiment and simulation. Th
theoretical wakes were derived assuming thatn is uniform,
while in the experiment and simulation, due to the bow
shaped external confining potential,n was higher in the cen-
ter of our plasma crystal and gradually declined towards
periphery. Because the sound speed increases withn ~for
example, at long wavelengths,CL}An @13#!, CL is smaller at
the lattice’s periphery. Equation~1! predicts that this would
result in a smaller opening angle for the Mach cone at
lattice’s periphery, which would tend to bend the wake
wardly.

B. Test for nonlinear effects

We carried out a test using our MD simulation to reve
how nonlinearity in the vicinity of the excitation spot ca
affect the~linear! far-field wake structure. A nonlinearity in
the near field arises due to the high speedv attained by
particles within the excitation spot, as high asv
5(0.12–0.23)CL depending on the scanning speed. In a p
vious experiment with laser-excited pulses under similar
perimental conditions, it was found that the effect of nonl
earity became obvious forv.0.07CL @33#.

Our experimental wakes are asymmetric, that is, their l
hand side is different from their right-hand side~RHS!, as
shown in the particle-speed map in Fig. 15~a!. The wake
asymmetry stems from the asymmetry of the excitation te
nique, where the laser beam strikes the lattice from the R
The linear theory of Ref.@12#, however, predicts a symmetri
particle-speed distribution in the wake shown in Fig. 15~b!,
even for the asymmetric-excitation technique. This leads
to an assumption that the asymmetry of the experime
speed map in Fig. 15~a! is caused by nonlinearity that is on
of the main differences between our experiment and
theory of Ref.@12#.

We tested the assumption that nonlinearity explains
asymmetry of the experimental wake, using our MD simu
tion. We repeated the MD simulation in two ways, first usi
the usual Yukawa interparticle potential and thereby retain
nonlinear effects, and then using an interparticle poten
that was linearized so that forces were exactly proportio
to particle displacement. Otherwise, the parameters w
chosen to be similar to the experimental conditions in F
15~a!. The simulation retaining nonlinear effects yielded
asymmetric wake structure shown in Fig. 15~c! that is similar
to the experimental wake. The simulation with a lineariz
interaction, on the other hand, yielded a symmetric wa
structure, shown in Fig. 15~d!, that is similar to the linear
theoretical wake in Fig. 15~b!. This comparison demonstrate
that the asymmetry of the wake is due to nonlinear effec
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FIG. 15. The role of nonlinearity in the
wake’s asymmetry. The maps show the partic
speedv for ~a! the experimental wake of Fig
8~a!, ~b! linear theoretical wake predicted by th
theory of Ref.@15#, ~c! the results of a MD simu-
lation with a Yukawa interparticle potential, an
~d! the results of a MD simulation with a linear
ized interparticle potential. The parameters a
similar to those of Fig. 8. The linear wakes in~b!
and ~d! are symmetrical; the asymmetry of th
wakes in~a! and ~c! is caused by nonlinearity in
the vicinity of the excitation spot.
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These nonlinearities are localized in the near field, yet
wake in the far field is also asymmetric. This can be e
plained simply because the waves in the far field origina
in the near field. Waves in the far field are linear, and for t
reason we used only the wake structure in the far field w
calculating the compressional wave’s dispersion relation
Fig. 13.

VII. SUMMARY

We observed and measured the phonon wakes forme
compressional and shear waves in a 2D screened-Cou
crystal. Our experimental system was a 2D dusty plas
crystal, arranged in a triangular lattice with a repulsive int
particle potential. The wakes were excited by a moving s
of the Ar1 laser light.

The experimentally observed phonon wakes agreed in
far field with the linear theory of Ref.@12# and a 2D MD
simulation, both of which assume a Yukawa interparticle p
tential. We observed additional types of phonon wakes p
dicted by the theory of Ref.@12#, the subsonic lateral an
transverse wakes, which were not previously reported
dusty plasma experiments. The phonon wake structure is
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plained by the dispersive properties of the constituent wav
We developed a generally useful technique of calculat

the dispersion relation of compressional waves, based on
analysis of the spatial structure of phonon wakes created
moving disturbance, according to the theory of Ref.@12#. An
advantage of this technique is that a single snapshot of
wake is sufficient to calculate the dispersion relation in
wide range of wave numbers. By fitting the experimenta
measured dispersion relation to a theoretical dispersion r
tion assuming a particular interparticle potential, it is po
sible to characterize the potential. For our plasma crys
this method yielded values of the screening parameterk and
particle chargeQ that agreed with those obtained by oth
methods.
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